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About this unit

 Respond to
• personal relationships among family, friends and in school life
• what makes a family and what it means to belong
• life within a faith family, looking at the distinctive pattern of faith life and what it means 

to believe and belong
• shared values influencing family, school, friendship and faith groups
• reflective responses and feelings about belonging to groups at school, home and 

elsewhere

Resources: personal ephemera, faith visitors to share their life stories

Levels of attainment 

Challenges and dilemmas

Discussions about the family need sensitive handling as some children will not come from 
a traditional family unit.

Fields of enquiry
Teaching Objectives Learning Outcomes AT1 Learning Outcomes AT2

Provide opportunities for children to: I can: I can:

Beliefs, Teachings & Sources
learn about some of the key teachings 
of faith founders

consider their special books including 
books that are important to faith 
members

recall stories told by a faith founder 
and identify the key teaching
 

know that faiths have their own 
special books
 
retell religious stories which involve 
a belief

listen to and reflect upon a story told by 
a faith founder

talk about a book that is special to me 
and say why
 
compare my response to a belief 
expressed in a religious story to that of a 
faith member

Meaning, Purpose & Truth
consider what religions say about what 
makes every human special

think what holds a community together

listen to stories from holy books and 
recall the things that make people 
special 

recall and understand the teaching of 
Jesus through parables

understand that many values come 
from holy books

recognise teaching about forgiveness 
in a religious story

consider a faith story that deals with 
a consequence of not telling the truth

reflect on who matters to me and 
consider the ways I show care for them

understand who my neighbour is and 
how I should treat them

recognise the need for values in our 
school family

talk about how we say sorry and forgive 
each other in my family and in school

consider the consequence of not telling 
the truth

Practices and Ways of Life
explore how a person of faith 
demonstrates their religion in their 
home life

talk about how a person expresses 
their faith in the home

compare my daily life with that of a child 
of faith 

Identity, Diversity & Belonging
explore the idea of belonging to 
groups including religious and other 
traditions

recognise groups we belong to 

recognise that some people belong 
to a faith group

consider what it feels like to belong
 
respond sensitively to members of 
different faith groups

Level
AT1 (Knowledge & 

Understanding)
AT2 (Reflection & Response)

1
Know that we all belong to 
different groups

Talk about what it feels like to 
belong to a group

2
Describe special rituals or 
ceremonies of a faith family

Talk about how it feels to take part 
in a family ritual/ceremony

3
Recognise some different symbols 
and rituals from different faith 
families

Make links between the ways in 
which participation in faith rituals 
affects the lives of believers

Recommended teaching time:  14 hours per term



RE 
LEARNING 

CYCLE

This is a spiral curriculum model; plan to revisit 
sections of the cycle to further develop learning.

Prepare for learning

team work – clubs/groups
Open the Book stories 
roleplay

Identify Learning Outcomes
- shape enquiry

what do I belong to? who is my neighbour?
how do I show that I belong?
how do I feel about belonging to a group?
how does it feel to belong to a faith group?

Reflect on learning

why do I matter?

who matters to me? how do I show  my care?

the consequence of not telling the truth and the 
importance of forgiving

how puja in the home unites the family

how Muslim family celebrations make people feel 
special

Share new understanding
- communicate and evaluate

share experiences, feelings, memories about family and community life, 
past and present; what holds it together?

ask faith members to explain what they learn from a particular faith 
story; share thoughts

celebrate the class community by making and giving garlands

celebrate Raksha Bandhan (Hindu) reinforcing close sibling ties, as boys 
give bracelets/sweets to female relatives

Search for meaning
- investigate and interpret

learn about the key teachings of some faith stories

 roleplay or use puppets to tell a faith story about caring, 
forgiveness, truth, fairness
 
consider the place of values in our school family and within a faith 
group

investigate how a faith member feels a sense of belonging to their 
faith

Provide new information
- think about religion and belief

listen to stories told by faith founders

interview a faith member about how the teaching in 
their faith book guides their life and determines how 
they treat others

ask about the way the faith member practices their 
faith at home

Engage the learner

school and family symbols / badges
showing belonging

faith symbols
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